Manycore systems are one of the key enabler technologies for most of current computational paradigms, including Internet of things, data-centers on chip and big data processing. These paradigms are characterized by tight and demanding requirements such as code portability, dynamicity, high performance, usability, predictability, reliability, low power and security.
1. "An OpenMP backend for the Sigma-C streaming language, addresses the software portability challenge of manycore architectures. It proposes an implementation of an OpenMP backend for the SigmaC language, a cycle-static data flow abstraction to program manycore embedded platforms. Its compilation scheme allows for utilization of future manycore embedded systems such as Kalray's MPPA.
A multi-level optimization strategy to improve the performance of the stencil computation
combines manual vectorization, space tiling and stencil composition for achieving high performance of stencil kernels on manycore systems. The evaluation with three compilers (Intel, Clang and GCC) and two target multi-core platforms (Intel Broadwell and Ivybridge) reports better results compared to the state of the art. 
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